Strange Flesh

Instruction Booklet
Welcome to Strange Flesh, the latest smoke 'em, poke 'em, beat 'em up adventure from Greatest Bear Studios!

Strange Flesh might look a normal sex club, but lurking under the debauchery and leather is an eternal, hungry Corruption.

You are The Bartender, a talented hypnotist and humble servant of Strange Flesh. You sling pints from time to time, but your real job is recruitment. Strange Flesh always needs new attractions.

Today, your target is Joe, an unhappy desk jockey. Armed with your cigar, your fists, and your indomitable will, you plunge into Joe's mind. Your only goal: unleash his every desire and transform him into the perfect servant of corruption.
Strange Flesh is a bar and sex club that caters exclusively to men. The entire facility is infused with a powerful corruptive force. Patrons find their every desire amplified a thousandfold. Some patrons lose the will to leave and become Agents of Flesh. The club's exterior is said to appear differently to everyone who finds it.
The Bartender is a cigar aficionado and unique Agent of Flesh. His unusually strong willpower allows him to absorb and redirect the corruptive force at the heart of Strange Flesh.

He rolls his cigars himself, channeling as much lust and pleasure into the tobacco as he can manage. With each pull from his cigar, The Bartender feels the same effects from the smoke as his victims. He takes great pride in maintaining perfect composure while another mind is shattered by pleasure. Once The Bartender has a victim incapacitated, he can make eye contact to project his will directly into their mind.
Growing up, Joe had a lot of dreams. He read fantasy books filled with orcs and dragons. He hoped to write a novel some day. He always had great ideas for games and movies. He dreamed of creating a game of his own. Most of all, he loved music. He wanted to tour the world as a punk rockstar. But after high school ended and his friends scattered, he lost his nerve. He took a day job, telling himself it was just to fund an upcoming project. He still believed people would know his name some day.

Days turned to years and, bit by bit, Joe resigned himself to life as a nobody. Every day after work, he looks for a place to drink himself into oblivion.
Projections

If you thought taking over Joe's mind would be easy, you were wrong! These projections are connected directly to Joe's ego and they want you out! You can grab 'em, kiss 'em, and fuck 'em, just don't underestimate their strength. The closer you get to Joe's deepest desires, the wilder they'll become!

Figments

These little troublemakers were once Joe's hopes, joys, and fears, but after years of neglect they've taken on lives of their own! Not all of them will attack you, but they're sure to be a nuisance! Beat them into submission or twist them with your corruptive smoke. The choice is yours! Just remember, every action has a consequence...
Psychic Energy

Every Projection and Figment you dispatch will release orbs of psychic energy. Be sure to collect them all! They're certain to help you on your quest.

**Domination Orbs** - Nothing like a show of force to show that sub who's boss.
Punish an enemy with physical attacks and seize power of domination.

**Corruption Orbs** - Who needs violence when your sub is too horny to disobey?
Finish off an enemy with a smoke attacks and collect their corrupted essence.

**Health Orbs** - Life force can only be given willingly. Show a projection an especially good time and maybe it will share some of its virility with you!
CONTROLLING THE BARTENDER
(Movement)

Walk
W A S D or → ← → ↓

Run
DD HOLD
Tap, then hold left or right to run.

Dash
DD HOLD + K
You can pass through enemies and objects while dashing.

Jump
SPACE
Leap into the air to dodge attacks and hop over enemies.
CONTROLLING THE BARTENDER

(Physical Attacks)

**Punch**

- **J**

**Combo**

- **J, J, J**

**Tackle**

- **D D** **HOLD** + **J**
  
  While running, tap J to tackle an enemy, knocking them down.

**Dive kick**

- **SPACE** + **J**
  
  Ideal to knock down enemies without leaving yourself vulnerable.
**Controlling The Bartender**

**Blow Smoke**

Hold K to charge, then release to blow smoke at enemies. When you defeat an enemy with smoke, exciting things will happen!

**Quick Smoke**

Tap K for a quick smoke attack. Useful for finishing off weak enemies.

**Smoke Bomb**

This desperation attack covers a large area and deals high corruption damage, but The Bartender is hurt by it too.
CONTROLLING THE BARTENDER

**GRAB**

Tap L to pick up Projections and certain environmental objects! Unfortunately, Figments are too ephemeral to be grabbed. Don’t worry about the size of the object you want to pick up, it’s mind over matter! Once you have your gloved hands on something, you have three options:

- **Captive Punch**
  - Press J repeatedly to inflict heavy physical damage. Ow!

- **Smoke Kiss**
  - Press H to perform a smoke kiss. Some enemies will be so aroused they’ll fight for you for a while!

- **Throw**
  - Press L again and throw away the trash! Anything it hits will be knocked down.
HOW TO FUCK

1. Fill your Arousal meter by landing attacks!

2. Finish off a Projection using a Corruption attack!

3. Stand near the corrupted Projection and tap L.

4. Enjoy the show!

Nothing turns the Bartender on like dominating a mind!
**Game Screen**

**Health**
Taking damage lowers your health. Lose it all and you lose a life.

**Corruption**
This bar fills as you corrupt Joe's mind with smoke attacks. Corrupted victims tend to become willing Agents of Flesh.

**Arousal**
Fill the meter by landing attacks. Once filled, you can have sex with a corrupted Projection!

**Domination Meter**
Fills as you dominate Joe's mind with physical attacks. Dominated victims lose their free will and become mindless slaves.

**Lives**
You've brought 5 cigars with you into Joe's mind. Lose them all and Joe's mind will swallow The Bartender and end the game.

**Save Point**
Use a smoke attack on it to save your game.

**Bartender**
That's you!

**Objects**
You can pick them up and throw them!
Cigar hidden in rooftop trashcan + one in vending machine more?

JUMP KICK THE FUCKING BIRD GUY!!

Drunk = Corruption
Sex uses only half meter
Meter fills fast when drunk
Where did dad even get this game?
Has he played it?!